
BRITISH BY THE SEA 2022 WRAP UP 

 

We had an absolutely fantastic event,,  The volunteers who helped make this event the best 

ever should be very proud of their accomplishments!! Our final number was over 385 

vehicles!!!  

We would like to recognize the following Volunteers and Sponsors who made it so successful. 

If you attended and enjoyed the Gathering, please extend a thank you to them for their 

efforts and visit our generous Sponsors.  

 
 Abingdon Spares is the sponsor for our Dash Plaques, and Farmington Motorsports is the 

sponsor for our T Shirts. These two businesses have been with us for many years, and their 

support is greatly appreciated !! 

 

The names are not in any particular order, and I apologize if I missed anyone.  

The volunteers who helped make this event so successful are 

 
Program Editor is Doug Laboda 
 

Field Set Up On Friday John Motycka and his Display Feld Set Up Crew of Bob Vanesse,  Gary 
Mayer, Jim Montstream, Mark Rauch did a first-rate job of laying out the Field in spite of 
some of my unnecessary help.   
 
Entrance Our Entrance Crew, headed up by Bob Howard did an excellent job of keeping the 
entrance lines of LBCs flowing in without a backup. His crew included Duane Adams, Vic Papp, 
Bob and MaryEllen Babcock,   Rich Magna, Ken Albin, and  Carey Reeder. 
  
Bob Howard was also very instrumental in handling our Tent, Table, and Chair order. He was  
responsible for placing the order for our Plastic Castles early in the year, (February), only to 
find out on Friday June 3rd  that the company had been sold and they didn’t forward our order 
to the new company!  
He made emergency arrangements with the new Company to have them delivered that 
afternoon at the previously agreed upon price. 
Without having the Plastic Castles would have been a disaster .  
 

Spectator Parking Bob Vanesse, Andre DelaChevrotier  and George Moscalino  parked the few 
hundred Spectator cars. Andre also designed and made all of the Class Sponsor Signs. 
 

Trailer Parking Bob Lavezzoli  was way out there parking the Trailers and selling Pierogies.  
 

Silent Auction/ Door Prize Tent operated by Laurel DelaChevrotier and Maryanne Moscalino 

was very successful. Assisting them were Betty Brainard, and Gary Dabrowski               
  
 



Regalia Tent, headed up  by Kathy Dabrowski was also successful with the help of Lee Magna, 
and Paulie Angelico.  
 
 

Reg Tent/T Shirts  Annie Wincze and her Registration Tent Crew of Angela VanArsdale, Lois 
Vanesse and  Lee Magna handled all of the registrations with Cynthia Vibert managing T Shirt 
sales, although they could have used an additional person to make the process quicker. 
 
 

Display field Jeff VanArsdale and his Display Field Crew consisting of  Jim Patrich, Steve 
Kenning, Ray Thompson, Mark Rauch, Karen Peacock, Sandy Brainsky, Jack Daniels, Ken Albin, 
John Motycka, Jim Vibert, Andre Dela Chevrotier, Bob Barker managed to get all of the 
vehicles parked in their Classes. Jeff also provided his pickup truck for the whole weekend to 
move our supplies from the chicken coop storage and back on Sunday along with picking up 
all of the barrels of trash. 
 

PA System You might have noticed that our PA System has been improved. This was the 
result of the efforts of John Bubela and Jim Juhas to create and use a new wireless system 
which allowed the speakers to be moved out into the display field for better coverage plus 
using a wireless mike which allows the announcer to roam the field for “on the spot” 
reporting. 
 
Membership Tent Prospective new members were greeted by Bobbi Juhas, Jim Juhas. 
 
These volunteers deserve a huge THANK YOU for making this BBTS so successful !!! 
 

Steve & Annie Wincze  860-693-4249 MTGD52@COMCAST.NET 


